
CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

II.1 Related Theory 

8 

As the writer mentions in the chapter of intro-

duction that this stud7 mainl7 deals with trustration of 

man caused b7 the factors that block his purposes of gai

ning a goal. Since frustration is in the scope ot pa7cho

l887, the writer then uses p97chological approach. The 

ps7chological approach used b7 I.A Richards in Principle 

of Literari Criticism began to appear in thetwentieth cen

tur7. In this a~proach, he relates the literal"1 stud7 with 

ps7cb0Jog7 ( 1926 ). Presumabl7, the flourishing use of 

ps7oholog7 in literar7 criticism began with Conrad Aiken's 

Skepticism : Notes on Contemporarz Poetry ( Scott, 1962 ; 

70 ). However, the impact of psychology upon creative li

terature was stre~thened b7 the additional influence of 

Adler's concept ot the inferiority complex, and Jung's 

theory ot the collective unconscious ( Scott, 1962 ; 70 ). 

Therefore, psychology enters the literary study through 

some ways ; one ot them is that literary work also con

tains psychological proposition ( Wellek, 1962 ). 

In general,· the application of psychological know

ledge to ~t can generate three kinds. or illumination and 

one of which is that ps7chology can be used to explain 

fictitious characters ( Scott, 1962 ; 71 - 72 ). Thus, in 
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other words we can say that psychology can be used to ob

serve the behaviours of the characters in the novels to 

explain literary phenomena ( Hardjana, 1991 ; 66 ). On the 

other hand, Jung says that psychology can be applied in 

literary study because human 1 s psyche is the source ot 

lalowledge and art ( Sukada, 1987 ; 104 ). 

Theoretically, Renne Wellek and Austen Warren state 

that psychology ·1n literary study includes four aspects 

namely, the psychological study of the writer, as type and 

individual, or the study ot the creative process or the 

study or the psychological types and laws present within 

work or literature, or, finally, the effects or literature 

upon its readers ('1962; 81 ). In this case, the thesi~ 

focuses on psychological study on the literary work such 

as reflected in the prot~gonist's character in the 

without considering the biography of the author. 

depicting trusDration, the analysis is directed to 

novel 

Besides 

the 

factors that lead the protagonist to behave psychological

ly, in this case, to be in trustration. Such external sti

muli as other people's behaviour, surrounding influence 

the characters behaviour, dialogue, attitude and thou8ht1. 

So characterization is really the reflection or psycho

logical condition and it can be understood and ·; .,explai.Ded 

by psychological theories such as theory of psychoanaly

sis, existensial or psychology, psychology. of behaviour 

and on and so forth. To support this view, let's see Ren-
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ne Wellek and AustenWarren•s opinion. That psychological 

insight can be analysed by theoretical knowledge of psy

chology oventhough it can be ~ other means. 

" Psychological insight seems to enhance artis
tie value. In such cases, it corroborates im
portant artistic values, those of complexity 
and coherence. But such insight can be reached 
by other means than theoretical knowledge of 
psychology " ( 1962 ; 92 ) 

Therefore, as the psychological behaviour of the prota

gonist is caused by e~ernal stimuli that leads him into 

the condition ot frustration, the theory used then is the 

psychological behaviour based on the emotional t~eory. It 

is mentioned by Cannon·and Bard. that an event would .tri,g-

ger bodily responses ( arousal and action ) and the ex-

perience of an emotion simul taneous_ly. When an event is 

perceived ( processed by the brain ), the brain stimulates 

autonomic and muscular activity ( arousal and action ) and 

cognitive activity ( experiencing of the emotjon ) · ( Ra

~hus, 1986 ; 207 ) •. Based on this opinion we are then to 

understanl that human behaviour is influenced by external 

stimuli. To support this theory ot emotion that human be

ing behaves emotionall7 to the response ot the ·· · exter.nal 

factors, the writer would like to use. the Schachter -

Singer theory as combination. They say that emotions have 

generally similar patterns ot bodily arousal. They vary a~ 

long a weak - strong dim~nsion that is determined largel7 

b7 the level ot arousal. The lebel we attribute to11.an emo-
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t&on depends od our cognitive appraisal ot our situation. 

This appraisal is based on many factors, including our per

ception ot external events and the ways in which other peo

ple seem to be responding to the events n ( Rathus, 1962J 

207 ). We then come to understand :rrom the two _ opinions 

above that the emotional condition ot man is caused by ex

ternal factors. Man will behave in the reply ot the stimuli 

that come to him such as fighting, fleeing, happy, anger, 

tear and even frustrated. So tar as we deal with emotion, 

it is worth noting that frustration is one ot the emoti

onal condit~on of man ( Wicks, 1974 J 207 ). Therefore, the 

emotional condition ot man, frustration, Jdll be raised in

to discus.sion as the thesis in Thomas Hardy's The Ma:ror of 

·aasterbriase. 

Rather, frustration can be caused by some . factors 

that become th~ barriers of gaining a goal. Such •.'. ·- taetors 

are lack or specific ability, inadequate delt - control ( 

Hil~ard, 1979 J 417 ) and the omission or reduction of a 

customary reward on one or more trials ( Lawson, 19651136. ). 

Then this study besides depicting Mivhael Henchard's frus

tration, will analyse the factors that become the barriers 

ot Michael Henchard1 s goal which lead him into the condi

tion of :frustration. 

However, there are reactions to frustration and one 

ot which will be discussed here, namely, regression ( Wicks 

1974J33 ). According to Lugo and Hershey, regression in-
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volves the use of behaviour from an earlier age. We re-

gress to an earlier form when, tor example, we · .. become 

frustrated and throw a temper tantrum. Or, it we cannot 

get what we •ant,. we pout tor several hours ( 1976;438) • 

Thwl, a man in the condition frustration will come to the 
I .. 

bygone years which Mivhael Henchard has undergone in Tho

mas Hardy's The Mayor of Casterbridge. 

II.2 Related Study 

Some critics such as John· Paterson ( Vigar, 1979;146) 

and Jeanneter King ( 1978;107 ) regard Michael Henchard in 

Thomas Hardy's The Maxor of Casterbridge as uhdergoing a 

tragic fate in the end of his life. Henchard, Paterson say• 

is ' forced, like Oedipus and Faust and Lear, to redisco

ver in suffering and sorrow the actuality of the moral·po-

wer he had so recklessly flouted ' ( Vlgar, 1979;146 ). 

Thus, we know that Michael Henchard ends his life in tra

gic which means he is really in sadness. He is forced to 

end his life sorrowfully by the nature but according to 

the writer he is in sorrow because of such factors as lack 

ot specifiv ability, inadequate self - control and omis-

sion of reward which make him fail in lite and lead him 

into the condition· or frustration. And the study on Mi-

chael Henchard's frustration can be followed by further 

study on the same tppic with different aspects. 
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